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During the last few weeks I’ve posted thoughts on some of the genuine watershed cultural moment
of my lifetime. The other day I mentioned the one that’s come to mind this week and that was
Michael Jackson on the Motown 25 special in May of 1983.  Honestly, I think it’s the little cultural
moments that define generations. The weird bursts where Providence and fate smash into one
another and procreate sparkling moments of weirdness. That’s the stuff that makes a generation-it
gets into our genetic code and becomes our language. I humbly submit to you my list of some the
weird things that have made us “thirty whatevers” say hmmm.

5.) J-Lo and the Green Dress. Jennifer Lopez, before she was just Jenny from the block and little
Marc Anthonys, Jennifer Lopez was dangerous. In 2000, J was with going to jail for
Diddy and was as tough as the company she kept. February 23, 2000 was the
night, however, that she blew up and never had to come back to earth. Jenny
appeared at the Grammy Awards show in the dress, that Versace swatch of
upholstery. History may ask us what all the fuss was about, but on that night our
collective prudism went away with the last of the award recipients. Who won that
year, anyway?   4.) Krist Novoselic hits himself in the head with his own bass. You
probably don’t even remember this, but the 10th anniversary MTV Music Awards
show was marked by a cultural changing of the guard. On September 2, 1993
Nirvana played Lithium and during the show Krist Novoselic threw his bass up into
the air only to have it come back down on his own skull. The torch was passed to
Generation X.  The Who had destroyed their instruments as an act of stage craft.
Jimi Hendrix had set his guitar ablaze at Monterrey. How did we respond? Nirvana
hit themselves with their own instruments. It was all down hill from there.  3.)Star
Wars Episode I. We grew up spending days watching the most quotable science
fiction movies of all time, The Star Wars Trilogy. They were a sloppy dialogued
and yet wholly thrilling series of movies. We played with the action figures, listened

to our first orchestrated music and learned that Star Wars didn’t contain any useful
pickup lines as the years progressed. Then came May 19, 1999. The new old Star
Wars. The more you saw it, the more you wondered about it. Good and yet
obnoxious. Interesting, yet without the heart of old Star Wars. Life was never the
same. 2.) Pee Wee Herman. Oh, Lord. I’m not even going there. 1.) The Beatles
reunite, except they…didn’t. November 19, 1995. Poised myself in front of
television to watch the historic Beatles story and hear their new song. Well, the

much older boys put out a song that they played on along with a tape of John Lennon’s long
disembodied voice. Ozzie Osbourne once said it was like Johnny had a sock in his nose. The only

time I ever agreed with him. Yep, my generation didn’t get the second coming
of the Beatles. We did get some lovely parting gifts, however.
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